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Summary
• A_Madam Project
• Crack-like notches
– Are they actual cracks? What about pre-cracking?
DIC monitored experimental tests on IACB specimens
– Different mixed modes
• Metal
• Plastics

Crack-like notches
• by AM it is possible to produce crack-like
notches, but not real cracks.
• The minimum radius of curvature depends
on the technology (around 90
micrometers).
• The possibility to make this crack grow by
fatigue pre-cracking is linked to the
component geometry and loading.
• Moreover, it would be tricky to make the
crack propagate exactly in the desired
direction.

Previous work on CT specimens
• Pure Mode I, comparison with blade induced cracks.

•

T. Brugo et al. Fracture mechanics of laser sintered cracked polyamide for a new method
to induce cracks by additive manufacturing. Polymer Testing, 2016

IASCB Specimens
• A Variety of mixed modes is attainable
• Suitable for brittle plastics, pre-cracking issues for metals.
• Shape functions (Y1 and Y2) FEM calculation is needed.

•

H. Saghafi et al. , Evaluating fracture behavior of brittle polymeric materials using an IASCB specimen,
Polymer Testing (2013)

Digital Image Correlation
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Cheap, easy, and widely available optical technique
Full field displacement measure
One camera for 2D and two for 3D
The correlation is performed by exploiting a
speckle pattern
The random pattern is a key point for the
correlation algorithm, which matches subsets of
pixels in consecutive images
By locating a point in the undeformed and the
deformed image the displacement are calculated
While the displacement field is computed directly
by DIC, the strain field is calculated by numerical
differentiation
The fitting methods usually are applied to the
displacement field rather than to the strain one

Materials and Production devices
•
•

•
•

EOSINT M 280 selective laser sintering (SLS)
machine
EOS Maraging steel MS1

EOS Formiga P100 (SLS) machine
Fine polyamide PA 2200 powder (Plastic Design &
Service)

Experimental testing plans and DIC setup
•

2D measurement setup
–
–
–

–
–
–

•
•
•

•

no large displacements
errors duo to lens imperfections can be neglected for localized
displacements
2D setup gives more flexibility with field of view (FOV) sizes, since
the number of pixels in the camera is constant but just by changing
the lens settings and distance from the object it is possible to
adjust the 2D FOV practically to any desired size
Care must be taken with 2D setups since the camera chip needs to
be perfectly parallel to the specimen surface
the specimen should have negligible out of plane displacement and
rotations during the test since there is no possibility to compensate
for out of plane rigid body motion,
In 3D setups, the surface must be smooth enough not to cause
problems to DIC when viewed from different sides for big
magnifications

The images were acquired by exploiting the GOM Snap
2D free software and processed by GOM Correlate
(GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany)
A black speckle pattern was spray-painted
19 pixels facet size, 16 pixels point distance, 8 facets
spatial filter (median) and 3 time-step temporary filters
(median).
Optimal compromise between the spatial resolution
and the precision of the displacement field
measurement around the crack tip.

Modelling for Maraging Steel
• Interpolation of the results by the Williams formulation.

I. Campione et al. Investigation by Digital Image Correlation of Mixed-Mode I and II Fracture
Behavior of Metallic IASCB Specimens with Additive Manufactured Crack-Like Notch, Metals
(2020)

Results for Maraging steel (displacements)

Results for Maraging steel (SIFS)

Discussion for Maraging steel
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• The discrepancy in Mode I cannot be
provoked by the small plastic zone at
the crack-tip (for not more than 5%)
• The KI depends on the threedimensional stress state at the crack
tip.
• The DIC based technique evaluates the
SIF from the displacement field
measured on the outer surface, which
is in-plane stress condition.
• This phenomenon becomes less
important reducing the Mode Mixity
Mode Mixity
until Mode II is reached.
• AM Crack-like notches show a 25% Figure 6: SIFs as a function of the mode mixity: comparison between DIC and P
discrepancy cannot be provoked by the small plastic zone at the crack-tip, which by
higher KI than the actual cracks This
fracture mechanics, could be responsible for not more than 5% of the difference. On the oth

well known, see Anderson, page 76 [31] that the KI depends on the three-dimensional stres
crack tip. More specifically, it is higher for thin specimens, which are in-plane stress condi
decreases monotonically as specimen thickness increase until a plane-strain state is reac

•

Modelling for Polyamide
• Calculation of the J-integral
– from the Load-Displacement curve by means of FEM,
– directly from DIC

T. Brugo et al. Investigation by Digital Image Correlation of Mixed-Mode I and II Fracture
Behavior of Polymeric IASCB Specimens with Additive Manufactured Crack-Like Notch,
Materials (2021)

Results for Polyamide (displacements and strain)

Results for Polyamide (J)

Discussion for Polyamide
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method comparable to the experimental errors of
each method
Therefore, the DIC methodology can be considered a
valid method to evaluate the J-integral in condition
where is not possible to use the conventional LDC
method due to complex non know loading
conditions
The J-integral mean value of the notch induced by
the AM method is 12.2 % higher than the one
obtained by the SM method, but it is within the
experimental error
This can be attributed to a less sharp crack-like notch
in the case of AM specimens, which leads to a lower
stress concentration in the area near the crack tip,
Figure
8. The x and y displacement (u) strain (ε) maps for different test configuration: (a) SM-0–4
and therefore to a higher apparent
fracture
Mode Mixity
0–42–42
(mode I); (c) AM-10–42–42; (d) AM-10–42–18; (e) AM-10–42–10.2
(mode II).
toughness value
Figure 8: J-Integral versus the Mode Mixity as calculated by the DIC and LDC met
J-integral as a function of the mode mixity ratio M
curve has a minimum at a mixity ratio equal to 0.77
and then it increases up to pure mode II.
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•

As shown in [22] the J-integral can be derived by the Load-Displacement curve (LDC M
indentation due to the support pressure has been removed and geometry factors de
The difference between the values computed
by the
specimen
shape and loading conditions are applied. In figure 8, the J-integral values com
DIC-based method and the conventional LDC
both methods are shown.

•

•

Conclusion
•

Two methodologies based on DIC have been shown in detail and compared
in the case of IASCB specimens containing additive manufactured crack-like
notches.

The main findings are:
• by DIC measurement of the displacement it is possible to evaluate the SIFs
using the interpolation of the William’s model.
•

by DIC measurement of the displacement and by the derivation of the
strain and stresses (using a material constitutive equation) it is possible to
evaluate the average J-integral around the crack tip.

•

The values obtained by the first method are overestimated in the case of
pure Mode 1 with respect to the results obtained from the loaddisplacement curve.

•

The values obtained by the second method are in good agreement with the
results obtained from the load-displacement curve.

